In less than two months the self-proclaimed creators of capitalist world order will arrive in Hamburg. Anyone who hasn’t done so already should now start thinking about what could serve as a fitting reception.

We, the preparation group of the anticapitalist camp, also put some thought into it and decided to counter the everyday madness of capitalism with our own utopia: we registered the anticapitalist camp of protest to take place in the Stadtpark (city park) from July 30th. Here, together with all of you, we want to show what a better world of tomorrow can look like: self-organised, self-determined, solidly united, equitable!

We want to set up the camp in exactly that spirit. We do see ourselves responsible for providing basic infrastructure such as electricity, water and sanitary facilities, but we do not want to sit in sealed off meetings and decide what the protest is supposed to be like.

That’s why we are calling all of you to become part of this protest, no matter which spectrum you are from, no matter whether you have been part of an organizational structure for years or whether you are (still) acting alone.

The camp will be organised in so-called barrios. A barrio is a small (or big) self-organised area on the camp site, similar to a neighbourhood (in Spanish: barrio). They are organised beforehand by one or preferably several groups. What your barrio looks like is totally up to you. You can find a bit of information about what kind of infrastructure we will provide and the things you should consider either on our website (g20camp.noblogs.org) or on the back of this leaflet.

So, join forces with your friends, your comrades, your accomplices and all other people and

CREATE BARRIOS!
The anticapitalist camp will be organised in various barrios. That means that small neighbourhoods will form which make it easier to get to know people and to make decisions. Those barrios both can and should partake in further creating the camp.

Hence, we are calling you to get organised in advance and set up a barrio concerning your topic of focus etc. So far we know about a FLTIQ barrio, a climate barrio, a barrio from northern Germany, one from Switzerland, an anarchist barrio....

We will organise some things in advance to make your preparations easier:
- water: drinking water;
- toilets: compost toilets or mobile toilets;
- electricity: distributor to every barrio;
- kitchens: until now we have two big kitchens cooking for ca. 7000 people;

Working with that basic infrastructure you can set up and arrange your own barrio as you like. Still it would help a lot if you came to one of the organisational meetings in advance or contacted us via

info-g20camp@riseup.net

Although we see the aforementioned things as our major tasks, we still want to support you as well as we can if you need anything else. We could also try to connect you to other people who can help you. Of course the same holds for everyone who wants to help out in any way or can connect us to other helpful ressources – contact us!

Current information and news:
g20camp.noblogs.org

Donate to:
Jugend in der Welt e.V.
IBAN: DE14 6225 0030 0001 8117 31
BIC: SOLADESISHA
SUBJECT (important!): "Camp"